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We propose an experiment with a driven quantum gas coupled to a dissipative optical cavity
that realizes a novel kind of far-from-equilibrium phase transition between spatial and temporal
order. The control parameter of the transition is the detuning between the drive frequency and
the cavity resonance. For negative detunings, the system features a spatially ordered phase, while
positive detunings lead to a phase with both spatial order and persistent oscillations, which we call
dissipative spatio-temporal lattice. We give numerical and analytical evidence for this superradiant
phase transition and show that the spatio-temporal lattice originates from cavity dissipation. In
both regimes the atoms are subject to an accelerated transport, either via a uniform acceleration
or via abrupt transitions to higher momentum states. Our work provides perspectives for temporal
phases of matter that are not possible at equilibrium.

Introduction— Crystallization is usually known as a
phase transition, where a system of many particles at
initially random positions self-arranges to acquire order
in space [1]. Recently, also the concept of temporal crys-
tallization has been introduced [2], where a system of
many particles enters a state with repetitive motion, that
is, order in time. Since space and time are the two
fundamental continuous degrees of freedom required to
describe nature and its evolution, spatial and temporal
order are also the two types of fundamentally possible
crystals. While both types of crystals and their phase
transitions have been investigated, the possibility of a
phase transition between these two types of order has so
far not been discussed. In this work we present a pro-
posal for a system with a phase diagram featuring such
a transition between spatial and temporal order in a dis-
sipative setting. Counter-intuitively, dissipation can be
engineered to induce persistent oscillations and tempo-
ral crystallization in quantum systems [3–17]. Quantum
optical setups provide promising platforms for engineer-
ing quantum phases of matter through dissipation [18–
24]. Transitions to steady states of self-ordered crystals
in space have been broadly explored [18, 19, 25], and
in particular both continuous [14, 26, 27] and discrete
dissipative time crystals [28–31] have been recently re-
alised as non-stationary states in such systems [32–35].
However, so far transitions between spatial and temporal
order have not been studied.

Here we present a proposal for realizing such a novel
kind of phase transition between a phase with spatial
order alone (spatial lattice) and a phase with simultane-
ous crystallization in space and time (dissipative spatio-
temporal lattice). In our envisioned setup, a bosonic
quantum gas is dispersively coupled to a dissipative op-
tical cavity and pumped with a transverse laser field (see
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FIG. 1. A Bose-Einstein condensate confined to one-
dimension and trapped inside a lossy optical cavity is illu-
minated with a running wave laser field (right). Depending
on the detuning between cavity and laser frequency, the sys-
tem enters either a phase where the atoms constantly acceler-
ate by a co-moving optical lattice (red structure), or a phase
where they are pumped in a periodic fashion to increasingly
higher momentum states, forming a spatio-temporal lattice.
A phase transition between these two regimes can be explored
by changing the detuning.

Fig. 1). In contrast with similar setups [33, 34, 36–39], we
use a running-wave pumping beam instead of a standing-
wave beam, which unbalances the forward and backward
photon scattering processes. Since the laser frequency is
far detuned from the atomic resonance, the atoms act as
scatterers at which photons from the pump field can be
scattered into the cavity mode and vice versa. We con-
sider a one-dimensional situation along the propagation
direction of the pumping field, which can be effectively
realized using a λ-periodic lattice along the cavity axis.
As the initial state we assume a coherent momentum
state of the atoms making the setup far-from-equilibrium.
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Employing the pumping strength ηp and the detuning
∆c = ωp − ωc between the transverse laser frequency ωp
and the cavity resonance ωc as control parameters with
the dynamic dispersive shift [40] being absent in one-
dimension, we identify three regions in the phase dia-
gram. We predict for the red-detuned situation (∆c < 0)
the formation of a spatial lattice along the pump direc-
tion accompanied with a steady state of the cavity field.
By mapping the relevant degrees of freedom to a three-
level Dicke-like model [41–44], we argue that a novel type
of instability phase transition separates this regime from
a blue-detuned one (∆c > 0), where we predict for small
pumping strengths the formation of a dissipative spatio-
temporal lattice with an oscillating cavity field. For high
enough pumping strengths, the cavity field oscillations
dephase, giving rise to a third region in the phase di-
agram. The relevant order parameter for these phases
is the Fourier transform of the photon amplitude α(t),
which is directly measurable due to the inherent leakage
of photons from the cavity.

All self-ordered phases are leading to an accelerated
(super-ballistic) transport of the atoms [45] in the prop-
agation direction of the pump field. Generally, in the
presence of a lattice and driving, one would expect Bloch
oscillations [46] and no transport. However, the accel-
eration observed in our system is a result of momentum
conservation in presence of cavity losses, and is propor-
tional to the cavity field dissipation rate κ. Our results
are given by mean-field theory, which we prove to be ex-
act in the relevant parameter ranges, and confirmed with
numerical simulations and a SU(3) Holstein-Primakoff
transformation.

Driven Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) in a dissipa-
tive cavity— We consider a density matrix ρ in the Lind-
blad master equation framework. By going into the frame
rotating at the atomic transition frequency and elimi-
nating the excited level of the atoms, we start with the
time-dependent master equation

d

dt
ρ(t) = L̂ρ(t)

: = −i[H, ρ(t)] + κ[2aρ(t)a† − {a†a, ρ(t)}]
(1)

with

H = −~∆ca
†a+ Tatom + ηp(a

†O + aO†) , (2)

where a (a†) is the annihilation (creation) operator of a

cavity photon and Tatom =
∑
q

(~q)2
2m c†qcq is the kinetic

energy of the atoms. The operator O =
∑
q c
†
q+kcq =∫

dxΨ†(x)eikxΨ(x) characterizes the spatial overlap of
the atomic field with the electric field of the pump laser
with wave vector k = 2π/λ, where λ is the wave length
of the pump field. Here, Ψ(x) and cq are the annihi-
lation operators of an atom at position x and with mo-
mentum q, which are connected via the Fourier transform
Ψ(x) =

∑
q e

iq·xcq/
√
L. The expression a†O captures the

collective absorption of one recoil momentum ~k of the

atoms by scattering one photon from the pump field into
the resonator, while aO† describes the inverse process an-
nihilating one cavity photon. The pumping strength ηp
gives the rate at which these processes take place. Since
also cavity dissipation at rate κ leads to the annihila-
tion of cavity photons, there is a net momentum transfer
onto the atomic system in the direction of the propaga-
tion of the pumping field. Note that we neglect in our
one dimensional description any momentum transfer in
the direction of the cavity.

The equations of motion for the atomic momentum
and cavity photon operators are

i∂tcq =
~q2

2m
cq + ηp(a

†cq−k + acq+k),

i∂ta = −(∆c + iκ)a+ ηp
∑
q

c†q+kcq.
(3)

We move to a mean field description by replacing the
operators with complex fields amplitudes, 〈a〉 → α and

〈Ψ(r)〉 →
√
Nφ(r), and neglecting quantum fluctua-

tions, 〈aΨ†(r)Ψ(r)〉 → Nαφ∗(r)φ(r), N is the number
of atoms. Moreover, since the cavity field dynamics
(κ ∼ MHz) is much faster than the time evolution of
the atomic field (ωr ∼ kHz), we can adiabatically elimi-

nate the photon mode, 〈a〉 =
Nηp

∆c+iκ
〈O〉. The main results

in this article are derived under this mean field approxi-
mation, whose validity can be proved with the atom-only
master equation [47].

The atomic system scatters photons from the running
wave pump field into the optical resonator, which accord-
ingly becomes populated with a coherent field. The in-
terference between this field and the running wave pump
field gives rise to a λ-periodic optical potential in which
the atomic cloud orders in a self-consistent fashion [40].
We choose the pump laser frequency to be larger than the
atomic resonance frequency, such that atoms are expelled
from regions with high intensities. The density modu-
lated atomic cloud nevertheless scatters efficiently into
the resonator since the two fields interfere destructively
at the position of the maxima of the atomic density, cre-
ating local potential minima for the atoms. This is true
for a red detuning ∆c < 0 between pump field and cavity
resonance, where the cavity field follows the drive field in
phase, and a steady state intra-cavity field can build up.
In the blue detuned case ∆c > 0, however, an additional
π phase shift between the driving and the scattered fields
is introduced which gives rise to a non-stationary evolu-
tion. We separate the following discussion into the red
and blue detuned cases for ∆c.

We study the system numerically in the coordinate ba-
sis (following adiabatic elimination) and analytically in
the momentum basis both with and without adiabatic
elimination of the cavity field. We use both approaches
due to the fact that any finite number of modes can-
not fully capture the long-time dynamics, as we will see.
Physically, this is a manifestation of the persistent accel-
eration. First, we study the red detuned regime where
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a non-linearity causes spatial modulation for any finite
pumping.

FIG. 2. (a) (b) In the red detuned case ∆c < 0, the atomic
wave function (green) localizes close to the minima of the
optical potential (red). Non-zero cavity dissipation leads to a
relative shift between the two which induces a constant force
accelerating the atoms in the positive direction. (c) (d) In the
blue detuned case ∆c > 0, the additional phase shift by the
cavity leads to an instable situation where the atomic wave
function localizes at the maxima of the optical potential. A
coupling to higher momentum states is induced which make
the system form a dissipative spatio-temporal lattice. Shown
is a snapshot of the evolution where two momentum states are
simultaneously populated and the optical potential becomes
maximal.

Spatial lattice in the red detuned regime— We study
the system in the regime ∆c < 0 using as ansatz a Bloch
wave function modulated by an envelope function (such
as a Gaussian wave packet): φ(x) = f(x− x0)eiqxuq(x−
x0). Here, x0 is the center of the wave packet, q is the
quasi-momentum, and uq(x) is an even periodic function
that satisfies uq(x) = uq(x + 2π/k). The slow-varying
envelope function f(x) satisfies |(∂xf(x))/f(x)| � k, and
we assume that the maximum of uq(x) is located at x = 0.
We adiabatically eliminate the fast evolving cavity field
and find the value α0 for the steady state cavity field
amplitude:

α0 ≈
Nηp

∆c + iκ
eikx0 · k

2π

∫ π
k

−πk
cos(kx)|uq(x)|2dx . (4)

Since the integral is real, only the term (∆c + iκ)−1 con-
tributes to the phase of α0, such that the resulting opti-
cal potential is V = ηpN |α0| cos[k(x−x0)− arg( 1

∆c+iκ
)].

For κ = 0, each Wannier component of function uq(x) is
localized at the minima of the self-consistent periodic po-
tential, and both cavity field and the density modulated
atomic cloud are stationary.

However, for non-zero cavity dissipation, a phase shift
δ = tan−1(κ/|∆c|) is introduced, such that the maxima
of the atomic wave function do not coincide with the min-
ima of the self-generated optical potential, see Fig. 2a.
This causes an effective force on the atomic wave packet
and leads to transport in the +x direction. Neglecting
the shape of the Bloch wave function, we approximate
this force to [47]〈dP

dt

〉
≈ κk

2

(Nηp)
2

|∆c|2 + κ2
. (5)

After building up the intra-cavity field, the periodic
modulation of the atomic wave function and the
self-generated potential leading to transport remain
co-moving. Thus the force acting on the atomic system
leads to a constant acceleration of the atomic cloud
which preserves its periodic pattern. We show the
time evolution of the atomic wave packet in real and
in momentum space together with the cavity field
amplitude in Fig. 3a.

Dissipative spatio-temporal lattice in the blue detuned
regime— For blue detuning ∆c > 0, the atomic Bloch
wave packet in the emerging periodic potential is insta-
ble due to the additional π phase shift of the cavity field.
Each Wannier component of the atomic wave function
now tries to localize at the maxima of the optical poten-
tial and no stationary state is formed, hence the previ-
ous description fails. Instead, we work in the momentum
space and choose all N atoms to be initially in the coher-
ent momentum state |q〉. Only the neighboring momen-
tum states |q− k〉 and |q+ k〉 are directly coupled to the
initial state |q〉. By studying the short-time dynamics of
the system (see Supplementary Material), the dissipation
suppresses the transition q → q−k and only the q → q+k
transition is allowed in the blue-detuned regime. So, we
can study the dynamics in the blue-detuned regime by
truncating to two neighbouring momentum states.

For weak pumping, the equations of motion for the
states |q〉 and |q + k〉 are

i∂t

(
〈cq〉
〈cq+k〉

)
=

(
ωq ηpα
ηpα

∗ ωq+k

)(
〈cq〉
〈cq+k〉

)
, (6)

where the cavity field amplitude α =
Nηq

∆c+iκ
〈c†q+k〉〈cq〉

importantly depends on the product of the population
of the two involved momentum states. This truncation
to two momentum states fails completely for the red-
detuned case even in the short-time limit (see Fig. 3).
For weak coupling ηpα, the dynamics of this effective
two-level system is a Rabi oscillation. However, once
a ”π-pulse” has been applied, the occupation of the |q〉
state drops to zero and the driving accordingly turns off.
Now, the |q + k〉 state is macroscopically occupied and
a new cycle of transition between the states |q + k〉 and
|q + 2k〉 begins and dissipation prevents return to lower
momentum states. Figure 3b displays real space and mo-
mentum space evolutions of the system together with the
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the atomic wave packet in real space (upper row) and in momentum space (middle row) together
with the evolution of the mean cavity field amplitude (lowest row) in the three different regimes. (a) Red detuned regime
∆c < 0. The atoms are continuously accelerated and the cavity is in a steady state. (b) Blue detuned regime ∆c > 0 for small
pumping strengths ηp. The atomic state is consecutively climbing up the momentum ladder in a step like fashion, driven by a
cavity field that periodically switches on and off. (c) Blue detuned regime ∆c > 0 for large pumping strengths ηp. The strong
driving strength induces simultaneous coupling to multiple momentum states which leads to a dephasing of the cavity field.

cavity field amplitude. This field shows a periodic evo-
lution. It is populated only during the transitions be-
tween neighboring momentum states and vanishes when
one momentum state is fully occupied by all atoms. Ac-
cordingly, the system is accelerated in a step-like fashion,
different from the constant acceleration for red detuning.
The atomic cloud is periodically changing its shape, as
we illustrate in Fig. 2 where the system populates si-
multaneously two different momentum states. Hence we
call this non-stationary phase of the system a dissipative
spatio-temporal lattice.

The energy spacing between two neighboring momen-
tum states is given by the recoil energy ~ωr. Moving away

from the weak coupling limit ηqα(t) ≤ Nη2p
4|∆c+iκ| � ωr

by either applying a strong pump ηp or a small cavity
detuning ∆c, transitions to non-neighboring momentum
states can also be induced. Once these states are
sufficiently occupied, additional frequency components
emerge and cause a dephasing of the cavity field such
that the oscillatory behavior breaks down. In this
situation the dissipative spatio-temporal lattice disap-
pears and a phase with a dephased cavity field and
simultaneous occupation of multiple momentum states
with increasing momenta emerges, see Fig. 3. Again,
the system climbs up the momentum ladder and is
accordingly accelerated. This dephasing regime cannot

be captured by truncation to any finite number of modes
because the incommensurate frequency (dephasing) is
due to the presence of a large number of modes and we
study it numerically.

Phase diagram—Finally, we map out the phase
diagram and identify three different regimes. The
phases are characterized by the time evolution of the
intra-cavity light field which is either in a steady state,
shows periodic pulsing, or has a dephased evolution. The
resulting phase diagram as a function of cavity detuning
∆c and pump strength ηp is shown in Fig. 4. We
studied the phase diagram more precisely by mapping
the full model to a three-level Dicke-like model. As
we show in [47], this model features, a novel type of
phase transition between two unstable regions (the
red-detuned and blue-detuned regime) corresponding to
the transition identified numerically. The critical line
∆c = 0 separates two different regimes with different
diverging modes for non-zero κ (in contrast to standard
phase transitions between an unstable and stable region
[44]). For κ = 0 the model reduces to a standard
two-level Dicke phase transition, i.e. with an ordinary
superradiant phase transition, further confirming that
our spatio-temporal order is indeed dissipation induced.
However, this three-mode approximation is not sufficient
to capture the full long-time dynamics leading to the
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FIG. 4. The dynamical phase diagram of the system with
atom number N = 105 and the cavity dissipation κ =
2π × 1MHz. For negative cavity detuning the spatial lattice
is formed for any finite pumping strength (red regime). Un-
der large positive cavity detuning and weak pumping, oscilla-
tion in cavity field occur (dissipative spatio-temporal lattice,
blue regime). Dephasing occurs under small cavity detun-
ing and strong pumping (dephasing, blue regime). The phase
boundary is (8ωr|∆c + iκ|)/(Nη2p) = 3.5 between the spatio-
temporal lattice and dephasing is obtained numerically.

accelerated transport in all regimes. In particular, it
cannot capture the dephasing to spatio-temporal lattice
transition, which occurs due to interference (dephasing)
of a very large number of momentum modes (levels)
with incommensurate frequencies.

Conclusion– Our work opens various theoretical and
experimental questions and possibilities for studying
novel quantum optical phases far-from-equilibrium. Al-
though our approach is exact in the weakly-interacting
limit, which is perfectly valid for the system studied, an
interesting theoretical question is if the persistent oscil-
lations in the dissipative spatio-temporal lattice survive

interactions between the atoms. This, along with quan-
tum effects, could be studied in the strong dissipation
limit analogously to [26] using the theory of dynamical
symmetries [14]. This could indicate formation of non-
trivial entanglement in the system. Interactions between
the atoms could similarly induce synchronization inside
the lattice along the proposals in [14, 48, 49]. The pres-
ence of both super-ballistic transport [45] and persistent
oscillations is reminiscent of persistent oscillations in the
XXZ spin chain that happens only in the quantum phase
with ballistic transport [50].

In the system we studied, the atoms are not confined
by any lattice and trap. If we add a static lattice on the
atoms, the competition between optical pumping and lat-
tice confinement may lead to exotic dynamics of atoms
such as Bloch oscillation [51, 52] and anomalous diffu-
sion [45, 53, 54].

This work also opens up a possibility to design a cavity-
assisted system for multiphoton Bragg diffraction in atom
interferometers [55, 56], since the BEC can achieve a
high momentum state under a very weak pumping while
the evolution is coherent. With two counter-propagating
beams modulated by finely optimized pulses [57], it may
be possible to coherently prepare the BEC into a su-
perposition of an arbitrary set of momentum states to
perform atom interference.
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Supplementary Material: Tunable Phase Transitions between Spatial and Temporal
Order through Dissipation

In this Supplementary Material we study the validity of the mean-field approximation, prove the compact relation
between acceleration and cavity field as the result of conservation of momentum, detailed calculations in short-time
dynamics as well as long-time dynamics in red and blue cavity-detuned regime, and with a three-level Dicke-like
model.

A — ATOM-ONLY MASTER EQUATION AND VALIDITY OF MEAN-FIELD APPROXIMATION

We proof the validity of this approximation by deriving the atom-only master equation of this system. To start with,

we divide the operator O =
∑
q c
†
q+kcq into two parts, its expectation value and quantum fluctuation: O = 〈O〉+ δO.

Then, the Lindblad master equation of the atom and cavity system is

d

dt
ρ =− i[−∆ca

†a+ ηp(〈O〉a† + 〈O〉∗a), ρ] + κ(2aρa† − a†aρ− ρa†a)

− i[
∑
q

~ωq
2m

c†qcq + ηp(δOa
† + δO†a), ρ].

(S1)

The first line describe the dissipation-driven dynamics of the cavity field. In the time scale of cavity field dynamics,
the change in 〈O〉 is neglectable. Thus, 〈O〉 acts as a quasi-static classical driving source on the cavity field. The
second line describes the dynamics of atom and the interactions between cavity and fluctuations in atom operator δO.

Since the atoms are coupled to a cavity with strong dissipation, the cavity field can be adiabatically eliminated and
we get the atom-only master equation [58],

d

dt
ρA =− i[

∑
q

~ωq
2m

c†qcq + ηp(α0O
† + α∗0O), ρA] +

η2
p

κ
(2δOρAδO

† − δO†δOρA − ρAδO†δO), (S2)

together with the relation between steady cavity field and atomic order, α0 = 〈a〉 =
ηp

∆c+iκ
〈O〉. The first term in the

atom-only master equation describes the coherent evolution of atoms driven by a self-generated classical light field.
The second term describes the dissipative dynamics: the quantum fluctuation δO decays at rate η2

p/κ and thus the
coherent, mean field dynamics dominates.

B — ACCELERATION AND CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

In this part, we connect the acceleration of the center-of-mass of the atoms with the cavity photon occupation.
The total momentum of the atomic system is P =

∑
q qc
†
qcq. To calculate its evolution, we start with the equation of

motion of the atomic operators from the main text,

i∂tcq =
~q2

2m
cq + ηp(a

†cq−k + acq+k). (S3)

Then, the time evolution of operator P is governed by

i∂tP = i
∑
q

q(∂tc
†
q · cq + c†q · ∂tcq) =

∑
q

q{[−~q2

2m
c†q − ηp(ac

†
q−k + a†c†q+k)]cq + c†q[

~q2

2m
cq + ηp(a

†cq−k + acq+k)]}

= ηp
∑
q

q[a†(c†qcq−k − c
†
q+kcq) + a(c†qcq+k − c

†
q−kcq)] = ηpk(a†O − aO†),

(S4)

where O =
∑
q c
†
q+kcq. If quantum fluctuations are neglected, the expectation for the acceleration is

∂t〈P 〉 ≈ −iηpk(〈a†〉〈O〉+ 〈a〉〈O†〉). (S5)

Finally, we adiabatically eliminated cavity field, 〈a〉 ≈ ηp〈O〉/(∆c + iκ), and get the compact relation between
acceleration and cavity field,

∂t〈P 〉 ≈
(2κ)η2

pk

∆2
c + κ2

|〈O〉|2 ≈ (2κ)k|〈a〉|2. (S6)
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FIG. S1. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix M correspond to the dynamics. (a) The real part of the eigenvalue
which is the exponential growth rate λ > 0 of the eigenmode. (b) The imaginary part of the eigenvalue which is the oscillation
frequency ω of the corresponding eigenmode. (c) The weight of q + k momentum component in the eigenvector |v+|2.

In this equation, |〈a〉|2 is the number of photon in the cavity, while 2κ|〈a〉|2 is the leaking rate of photons from the
cavity. Since the relaxation of the cavity field is much faster then the atom dynamics, the number of photons leaking
from the cavity is same as the number of photons scattered into the cavity in the time scale of atom dynamics. So,
(2κ)k|〈a〉|2 is the momentum of the photons scattered by the atoms per unit time, which is equal to the momentum
gained by the atoms per unit time according to the conservation of momentum.

C — SHORT-TIME DYNAMICS OF ATOMS PREPARED IN A PURE MOMENTUM STATE

To understand how the transport start, as well as the difference between red and blue detuning regime, we discuss
the short-time dynamics of atoms that are prepared in a pure momentum state:

|ψ(t = 0)〉 = |
√
Nq〉 = e

√
N(c†q−cq)|0〉. (S7)

During a very short time (t� (
Nη2p
|∆c−iκ| )

−1) after the coupling is turned on, the atoms are only pumped into q−k and

q+ k state, since only these two momentum states are directly coupled to q state. Moreover, we neglect the depletion
in q state and replace operator cq with its expectation:

cq → 〈cq〉 ≈
√
N, c†q → 〈c†q〉 ≈

√
N. (S8)

With these two approximations together as well as adiabatic elimination of cavity mode, we obtain equation of motion
with only two modes, q − k and q + k:

∂t

(
〈cq+k〉
〈c†q−k〉

)
= M

(
〈cq+k〉
〈c†q−k〉

)
, M = −i

 (ωq+k − ωq) +
Nη2p

∆c−iκ
Nη2p

∆c−iκ

− Nη2p
∆c−iκ −(ωq−k − ωq)−

Nη2p
∆c−iκ

 . (S9)

If the atoms are initially trapped in a static potential (q = 0), ωq+k − ωq = ωq−k − ωq = ωr.
The short-time dynamics of atoms in q − k and q + k modes is governed by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

matrix M in Eqn. (S9) should be calculated:

M

(
v+

v−

)
= (λ+ iω)

(
v+

v−

)
. (S10)

The eigenvector [v+, v−]T describes how the q + k and q − k states hybridize into the short-time eigenmode. The
imaginary part ω is the angular frequency of the eigenmode oscillation, while the real part λ is the rate exponential
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FIG. S2. The exponential growth rate λ > 0 (a) as a function of pumping strength ηp at several fixed cavity detuning ∆c

and (b) as a function of cavity detuning ∆c at several pumping strength ηp in the red cavity detuned regime; the exponential
growth rate λ > 0 (c) as a function of pumping strength ηp at several fixed cavity detuning ∆c and (d) as a function of cavity
detuning ∆c at several pumping strength ηp in the blue cavity detuned regime.

growth (λ > 0) or decay (λ < 0) rate of the eigenmode. Since we are not interested in the eigenmode that decays, we
focus on the eigenmode with positive real part eigenvalue (λ > 0). In this eigenvector, q+ k mode always dominates:
|v+| > |v−|. In the experiment, the atoms are often loaded in a static trap. So, we focus on the initial state q = 0
now. The real and imaginary part of the eigenvalue, and the weight of k momentum mode in the eigenvector |v+|2
are plotted in the (∆c, ηp) parameter plane (see Fig. S1).

In both red and blue cavity-detuned regime, there is no normal-to-superradiance phase transition. It seems that in
the red regime, there is a critical boundary: the regime the system is in superradiance phase when ηp > ηcriticalp (∆c)

and in normal phase when ηp < ηcriticalp (∆c). However, it is not a phase transition, since at any finite pumping
strength ηp, the exponential growth rate λ is positive (see Fig.S2). So, even at an infinitesimal pumping strength, the
atoms will be pumped into the momentum mode k and −k and then spatial modulation in atom density and finite
cavity field occurs.

In the blue detuned regime, the eigenmode that atoms are pumped into is almost the k mode when the pumping
is not very strong, since the weight of k mode in the eigenmode |v+|2 is close to 1. So, the transition from q to q + k
is enhanced and to q − k is suppressed in the blue detuned regime.

D — BLOCH WAVEFUNCTION ANSATZ IN THE RED-DETUNED REGIME

We study the system in the regime ∆c < 0 using as ansatz a Bloch wave function modulated by an envelope function
(such as a Gaussian wave packet):

φ(x) = f(x− x0)eiqxuq(x− x0), (S11)

Here, x0 is the center of the wave packet, q is the quasi-momentum, and uq(x) is an even periodic function that
satisfies uq(x) = uq(x+2π/k). The slow-varying envelope function f(x) satisfies |(∂xf(x))/f(x)| � k, and we assume
that the maximum of uq(x) is located at x = 0. We adiabatically eliminate the fast evolving cavity field and find as
steady state cavity field amplitude α0:

α0 =
Nηp

∆c + iκ

∫
dxφ∗(x)eikxφ(x) =

Nηp
∆c + iκ

eikx0

∫
|f(x)|2eikx|uq(x)|2dx

≈ Nηp
∆c + iκ

eikx0

∞∑
s=−∞

|f(
2πs

k
)|2
∫ π

k (2s+1)

π
k (2s−1)

eikx|uq(x)|2dx ≈ Nηp
∆c + iκ

eikx0 · k
2π

∫ π
k

−πk
cos(kx)|uq(x)|2dx.

(S12)

Since integral in the last line is real, only the (∆c + iκ)−1 term contributes to the phase of α0. Then, the optical
potential of α0 is

V = ηpN |α0| cos[kx− arg(α0)] = ηpN |α0| cos[k(x− x0)− arg(
1

∆c + iκ
)]. (S13)

In the red cavity detuned regime (∆c < 0), if the dissipation κ is nonzero, there is a phase shift δ = tan−1(κ/|∆c|)
between atom wave function and the potential it generates. This deviation of atom wavefunction from the minima of
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potential causes an effective force on the atoms and lead to transport in +x direction. The expectation of the force
on atoms to the first order approximation by neglecting the shape of u(x) is

〈dP
dt
〉 = 〈−∂V

∂x
〉 ≈ −∂V

∂x
|x=x0= −ηpNk|α0| sin(0− δ) = ηpNk|α0|

κ√
|∆c|2 + κ2

. (S14)

Together with Eqn.(S6), we solve the steady cavity field and effective force on atom (also the acceleration), as functions
of experimental tunable parameters ηp and ∆c, in the small phase shift (∆c � −κ < 0) regime:

|α0| ≈
Nηp

2
√
|∆c|2 + κ2

, 〈dP
dt
〉 ≈ κk

2

(Nηp)
2

|∆c|2 + κ2
. (S15)

E — SELF-INDUCED RABI OSCILLATION IN THE BLUE-DETUNED REGIME

The transport phenomena of atoms in the blue cavity detuned and weak pumping regime can be understood as
self-induced Rabi oscillation between two neighbour momentum states q and q+ k. Support the atoms are initialized
in momentum mode q. In the blue regime, the transition from q state to q − k state is suppressed and transition to
q + k state is enhanced by the dissipation. So, only q and q + k are occupied and involved in the dynamics. The
equations of motion of these two states are

i∂t

(
〈cq〉
〈cq+k〉

)
=

(
ωq ηpα
ηpα

∗ ωq+k

)(
〈cq〉
〈cq+k〉

)
. (S16)

The field amplitude is α =
Nηq

∆c+iκ
〈c†q+k〉〈cq〉 under mean field approximation. If the coupling ηpα is weak, the

amplitude 〈cq〉 and 〈cq+k〉 can be separated into a slow-varying term and a free oscillation term: 〈cq〉 = c̃q(t)e
−iωqt,

〈cq+k〉 = c̃q+k(t)e−iωq+kt. Then, the cavity field is

α(t) =
Nηq

∆c + iκ
c̃∗q+k(t)c̃q(t)e

i(ωq+k−ωq)t, (S17)

which is a classical light which is on-resonance to the transition frequency between q and q + k level, and modulated
by a pulse with shape c̃∗q+k(t)c̃q(t). It drives a ”Rabi Oscillation” between q and q + k mode. In the rotating frame,
the equation of motion is

i∂t

(
c̃q
c̃q+k

)
=

 0
Nη2q

∆c+iκ
c̃∗q+k c̃q

Nη2q
∆c−iκ c̃

∗
q c̃q+k 0

( c̃q
c̃q+k

)
. (S18)

Once a ”π-pulse” is applied to the q and q+ k two level system, all atoms are coherently driven into q+ k mode from
q mode. The occupation of q mode drops to zero and the driving between these two level c̃∗q+k(t)c̃q(t) is automatically
turned off. Then, the q + k state is occupied by all atoms and a new cycle of transition from q + k to q + 2k mode
starts. Fig. S3 is a illustration of this process that atoms climb the momentum ladder and accelerate in a step-like
fashion.

During the ”Rabi oscillation” between q and q + k mode, both modes are occupied. Thus, transition from q + k
to q + 2k state may simultaneously happen. The detuning between the frequency of driving generated by atoms in q
and q + k mode, and the level seperation between q + 2k and q + k mode is

δq = |ωdrive − (ωq+2k − ωq+k)| = |[(q/k + 1)2 − (q/k)2]− [(q/k + 2)2 − (q/k + 1)2]|ωr = 2ωr. (S19)

If the driving is much smaller than the level detuning δq:

ηpα <
Nη2

q

4|∆c + iκ|
� δq = 2ωr, (S20)

then the leakage is neglectable. If the pumping ηp is strong enough or the cavity deturning ∆c is too small, the
transitions to the momentum states higher than q + k are not neglectable. Once many momentum modes are
sufficiently occupied, the components in cavity field that oscillating at the frequency difference between any two
modes occur. These different frequency components cause dephasing in cavity field and the picture of self-induced
Rabi oscillation of two levels breaks down.
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FIG. S3. Step-like acceleration of atoms in the blue-detuned regime. (a) Atoms are initialized in momentum mode k. Transitions
to mode k + q is enhanced, while transition to mode k − q it is suppressed. (b) The transition from mode q to mode k + q is
driven by the cavity field generated by the spatially modulation of atoms as a result of the interference of these to momentum
modes. (c) The process repeats from state k + q to higher momentum states.

F — THE THREE-LEVEL DICKE-LIKE MODEL

We begin by taking the Hamiltonian from the main text,

H = −~∆ca
†a+

∑
q

~ωqc†qcq + ηp

(
a†

[∑
q

c†q+kcq

]
+ h.c.

)
. (S21)

We reduce to the three mode approximation, i.e. we keep only the c1 := cq and c2 := cq+k, c3 := cq−k modes in the

Hamiltonian. We may then perform a SU(3) Schwinger boson mapping [41], S+
12 = c†2c1, S+

13 = c†3c1, S−µ = (S+
µ )†,

Sz12 = c†2c2 − c
†
3c3 − c

†
1c1, Sz13 = c†3c3 − c

†
2c2 − c

†
1c1, which obey the SU(3) algebra with representation N [41, 59]

enforcing the total atom number N = c†3c3 + c†2c2 + c†1c1. This allows us to rewrite the model, up to an irrelevant
constant, in terms of a three-level Dicke-like one,

H = ω0(Sz12 + Sz13) + ∆ca
†a+ ηp

(
a†(S+

12 + S−13) + h.c.
)
, (S22)

where ω0 =
ωq+k−ωq

2 . We now switch to the large atom number limit N → ∞ and perform a generalized Holstein-
Primakoff transformation [41, 60] to obtain,

H = ω0(N12 +N13) + ∆ca
†a+ ηp

(
a†(a†12 + a13) + h.c.

)
, (S23)

where we defined ax to be bosonic operators and Nx = a†xax. The full model including the Lindblad jump operator is
now quadratic and may exactly solved [61, 62]. It is simplest to write the equations of motion for one-point functions
~v = {〈a〉, 〈a〉∗, 〈a12〉, 〈a12〉∗, 〈a13〉, 〈a13〉∗}. These equations, of course, close into a set of six equations. Using Eqn. (1)
we may find,

d~v

dt
=M~v, (S24)

where,

M =


i∆c − κ 0 0 iηp −iηp 0

0 −κ− i∆c −iηp 0 0 iηp
0 iηp −iω0 0 0 0
−iηp 0 0 iω0 0 0
−iηp 0 0 0 −iω0 0

0 iηp 0 0 0 iω0

 (S25)
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The eigenvalue equation det(M− Λ) = 0 for this matrix is,

∆2
c

(
Λ2 + ω2

0

)2
+ 4ω0∆c

(
Λ2 + ω2

0

)
η2
p + (κ+ Λ)2

(
Λ2 + ω2

0

)2
+ 4ω2

0η
4
p = 0 (S26)

Assuming κ → ∞ as the experimentally relevant bad cavity limits we may expand this equation in 1/κ. We always

have two eigenvalues with positive real part (depending on the sign of ∆c) Λdiv = { 1
6

(√
3 + i

)
∆c,

1
6

(
−
√

3 + i
)

∆c}
implying that the model is always unstable. This is consistent with the numerics which implies that we cannot truncate
to a finite number of modes in the long-time limit. However, we also see that at the point ∆c = 0 the two unstable
solutions interchange signaling the phase transition between the red and blue detuned regime from the numerical
study in the main text. This also suggests that the phase transition is a manifestation of quantum Zeno dynamics
[63, 64]. Indeed, setting κ=0, by looking at linear stability of analysis of the trivial normal phase [44], we find a
standard Dicke phase transition between a normal and superradiant phase, further confirming the dissipation-induced
nature of our spatio-temporal lattice. Crucially, in our model, due to the mapping at momentum q and q + k, the
oscillations are accompanied by formation of a spatial lattice, as well as the temporal one (persistent oscillations).
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